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The proliferation of Open Educational Resources (OER) constitutes an essential element
for establishing education as a “public good” on the internet. A core objective of
OER is to broaden access to educational material and improve the overall quality
of teaching and learning. In this manner, OER contributes to the sustainable (re)use
and (re)distribution of (educational) resources. The goal of sustainability is also visible
in the latest UNSECO recommendation concerning OER, which intends to support
the 2030 Sustainable Development Agenda, namely SDG 4 (Quality education). The
support of SDG 4 is combined with the call to create sustainability models for OER
at national, regional and institutional levels and the planning and pilot testing of new
sustainable forms of education and learning. As a result, several repositories and
referatories for OER provision have been developed and tested in educational institutions
worldwide. However, each of these platforms contains only a relatively limited number
of resources. In our article, we argue that when considered through the lens of
learning innovation and sustainable development, it would be necessary to increase
the discoverability of available resources at the different locations and platforms that
currently are visible to only a limited number of teachers and students. To achieve this
goal, the focus needs to shift from the creation and growth of new and competing
platforms to intelligent ways of linking and increasing their interconnectedness. We
use the concept of “learning ecosystems” to illustrate this approach of interconnected
resources. Ecosystems go beyond the spatial dimension of learning by focussing on
actors’ diversity and interactions. Digital (networked) learning technology is part of an
ecosystem and has itself to be understood as an actor. However, we discuss that
ecosystems should be reflected with caution as they can themselves entail opening and
closing mechanisms. Therefore, ecosystems that rely on mechanisms of opening their
contents to other platforms can realise the full potential of open learning. We describe
the implications of the concept of a distributed ecosystem by presenting case studies
that show how technical solutions, including metadata standards and plugins, can link
contents in repositories and referatories within ecosystems. The overarching objective is
that the different repositories and referatories expand and improve the sustainable use
of OER by merging into a distributed learning ecosystem.
Keywords: open education, open educational resources, sustainability, learning ecosystems, distributed
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to open education that addresses its design characteristics and
components (Otto and Kerres, 2021). Thus, OER is an essential
element of open education, with the core objective being to
broaden access to educational material and improve the overall
quality of teaching and learning (see Table 1). Both approaches
are based on ideas of collaboration and common knowledge
construction using digital technologies to create a wide range of
open, shared and demand-driven educational resources. Making
OER broadly available can thus support training processes
so that students are empowered to continue learning from
home on open platforms and with open materials or courses.
Furthermore, by using OER, teachers can create and provide
innovative open content that fits the needs of learners. Finally,
it offers ways to collaboratively develop educational practices
with other teachers that contribute to improving teaching
quality in education. In this manner, OER can lead to new
educational and pedagogical practices that enable participatory
and collaborative practices.
Accordingly, it can be argued that the proliferation of
OER constitutes an essential element for establishing learning
innovation in open education and education in general. The
latest reports on teachers’ experiences with emergency remote
education revealed that it led to an increased awareness of
OER and showed its relevance for online teaching and learning.
Exemplarily, a survey across seven European countries on
teachers’ practices during remote education revealed that 54%
of the teachers claim that they have regularly used this type
of resource (Biernat et al., 2021). This underlines that OER
constitutes one of the critical pillars for online teaching.
The prospects of OER have also resulted in the UNESCO’s
recommendation on OER in 2019 (UNESCO, 2019). While
the UNESCO ostensibly highlighted the importance of OER,

INTRODUCTION
The experiences of the COVID-19 crisis and the various studies
conducted during this period (Bond et al., 2021; Khan, 2021)
have made evident the lack of the digitalisation of education and
demonstrated that a fundamental shift is necessary to empower
learning and teaching in the digital world. However, neither
pure “digital” nor pure “analog” teaching and learning can be
considered as the solution but amalgamating the two based on
a proper instructional design as well as a critical analysis of the
respective educational context (Kerres and Otto, 2022).
Another key observation is that the internet has emerged
as the central place where teaching and learning occur.
Consequently, when reflecting on the consequences of the
Corona-19 crisis for education, online teaching must be
considered in any teaching scenario. However, one aspect rarely
addressed in the discussion about online teaching is the space
in which it takes place. Instead, we often treat the internet as
an amorphous space and seldom ask questions about how we
should design a learning architecture on the internet that enables
educational practices.
In our article, we argue that the concept of open education
needs to be the starting point of any deliberations. From a
broader perspective, open education is on vogue, and its main
ideas to lower social injustice, inequity, and the digital divide
have turned out to be decisive during the phase of “emergency
remoted teaching” (Hodges et al., 2020). These principles of open
education are particularly vital as first analyses of the experiences
gained through the COVID-19 pandemic have reinforced that
teaching and learning can no longer be considered a practice
bound to specific locations or places where people gather in
groups or classes (Bozkurt et al., 2020). Therefore, it is hard
to envisage returning to the old status before the COVID19 pandemic. It also became manifest that various (digital)
tools and resources are available for educational purposes that
can support teachers in designing learning scenarios and help
learners manage and steer their distinct learning paths.
During the COVID-19 pandemic, both teachers and learners
were forced to leave their familiar environment and engage in
their (often first) experimentation with online teaching (Khan,
2021). One problem that arose was making the (right) choices in
recognising suitable educational material for online activities. In
this regard, open education and the related concepts can unfold
their full potential. With its core objective of broadening access
to and participation in education and improving collaborative
learning and teaching quality, open education can facilitate
teaching and learning in the digital age (Otto et al., 2021; Otto
and Kerres, 2021).
All of these characteristics of open education make it
predestined for triggering learning innovations regarding the
design of learning infrastructures in the digital age. RamirezMontoya (2020), based on her systematic literature review on
challenges for open education with educational innovation,
concludes that particularly Open Educational Resources (OER)
should play a key role here.
From a fundamental perspective and through the lens of a
hierarchical logic, OER is considered a subordinate approach
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TABLE 1 | Current approaches in the context of open education.
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Approach

Goal

Authors

Open Education

Widening access to and
participation in education

Peters (2008), Deimann
and Farrow, 2013

Open Educational
Resources, Open Textbooks, Open
Courseware

Teaching and learning
materials with an open
licence, e.g., textbooks,
course materials, online
training

Hilton (2019), Wiley
(2020)

Open Pedagogy

Consistent opening of all
pedagogical design
dimensions (including
lesson planning, teaching,
examinations, etc.) through
transparency and joint
participation of teachers
and learners

Hegarty (2015), Wiley
and Hilton (2018)

Open Educational
Practices

Willingness to share,
cooperate and reflect
together with others
(teachers and students)

Ehlers (2011), Cronin
and MacLaren (2018)

Open Informational
Ecosystem

An environment that
provides and shares access
to materials, e.g., via
metadata

Kerres and Heinen
(2015)
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Against the backdrop of these findings, we argue that
innovation is required to design and conceptualise a learning
infrastructure for OER that increases its adoption. Due to the
literature, one of the main problems is the limited availability
of OER to potential users (Rolfe, 2012; Otto, 2019), Larson and
Murray (2019, p. 92) pointedly state, “challenges for OER users
include, first, the ability to locate the resources and second,
assurance about their quality”.
While, on the one hand, we acknowledge that OER is presently
not available in a sufficient amount worldwide on the other
hand, studies demonstrate an increase in repositories and a
growing amount of resources (Santos-Hermosa et al., 2017,
2021). While the latter sounds promising at first sight, a critical
distinction is needed regarding availability between a resource’s
existence and its discoverability. If a resource exists, but its
existence is not detectable by search engines or portals, it is
not available for potential users as such. Furthermore, when
a resource is hypothetically available to the user in a search
engine or portal, it might not be detectable because of the search
strategy applied by the user or the limited description (metadata)
of the resources.
In order to address this slippery slope and increase the
availability of OER through learning innovations, we propose
the idea to conceptualise and designing the OER infrastructural
architecture as distributed learning ecosystems (DLE). We
use the metaphor of “ecosystem” to illustrate our notion to
establish an interconnected system of resources, repositories,
and referatories. Ecosystems go beyond the purely spatial
dimension of learning infrastructures and incorporate various
actors and consider their interactions. Digital (networked)
learning technology, in this understanding, is not distinct but
part of a learning ecosystem and must itself be understood as an
actor. Because of the latter, ecosystems for open education should
be reflected with caution as they can themselves entail opening
and closing mechanisms. Only learning ecosystems based on
mechanisms of opening their contents to other repositories and

it also pointed to some critical challenges that OER is facing,
especially regarding the sustainable use of OER and the lack of
respective innovations. The goal to increase the sustainability
of OER is also visible in the intention to support the 2030
Sustainable Development Agenda, namely SDG 4 (Quality
education). The support of SDG 4 is combined with the call to
create sustainability models for OER at national, regional and
institutional levels and to plan and pilot new sustainable forms
of educational models.
With our article, we want to contribute to the debate
about increasing the sustainability of OER by introducing
educational innovations. Following Ramirez-Montoya (2020),
we understand educational innovations as contributing to the
generation of new products (technology, instruments, devices,
prototypes), services (care, assistance, dependence, benefits), or
solutions (transformation, models, systems, methods). Therefore,
producing learning innovations requires recognising puzzling
situations, analysing their contexts, and critically evaluating
changes that contribute to their improvement.
Based on the educational discourse on OER, its adoption into
educational practices appears to be a persistent overall challenge
(Mishra, 2017; Bozkurt et al., 2019; Otto, 2019). Over the last
two decades, numerous studies have emerged on overcoming
this lack of adoption. While in the beginning, these studies
were predominantly based on individual experiences or single
case studies, a recently published systematic mapping study
has investigated trends and gaps in empirical research on OER
(Otto et al., 2021). The emphasis of this mapping study on the
empirical evidence is crucial, as many of the available studies
have remained conceptual without presenting any hard evidence
to validate their assumptions. One of the key findings of the
systematic mapping study is that empirical research on OER
mainly concentrates on the awareness of OER or the lack thereof
and barriers to its use. Marginal consideration is given to the
decisive matter of the infrastructure’s role and a corresponding
design to stimulate OER adoption (see Figure 1).

FIGURE 1 | Distribution of studies in systematic mapping by primary focus of the investigation, in percent (Otto et al., 2021).
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technology must be understood as an actor [actor-network theory
(Fenwick and Edwards, 2010)].
In conclusion, the ecosystem metaphor allows us to seize a
more comprehensive perspective on a learning architecture that
combines various actors and their interactions that all contribute
to its composition and evolution.
Our elucidations underscore why the concept of ecosystems
originates from describing living entities. Learning here is
not (only) bounded in specific spaces available to teachers
and learners. Knowledge is constantly transformed and
(re)constructed in networks and renewed through (re)use
activities. Computers and digital media remain technical objects,
and thus it is debatable whether the term ecosystem is adequate
or may produce misrepresentations. The technical objects
comprise hardware consisting of computers, networks, and the
associated operating software and must be understood as the
“habitat” in which subjects create, provide, and use digital tools,
applications, and content. There are certain autonomous areas
in the living environment in an ecosystem where hardware
and software elements interact on different levels. These areas
are self-organised and mature only in a comparatively small
exchange with other ecosystems. The users play an essential role
by contributing to the ecosystem and keeping it “alive” through
making new contributions and producing content.
Digital technology as an ecosystem was initially shaped by
viewing the internet through an economic lens. Very early, the
computer industry recognised that it could be attractive not only
to sell a device or a software programme but also to attract people
by making more comprehensive offers. Bea and Haas (2016)
stress the importance of this kind of ecosystem for strategic
management: Thinking in ecosystems unwraps new perspectives
on customers and competition. A digital ecosystem encompasses
several companies that jointly produce values for customers and
are themselves part of the system. Messerschmitt and Szyperski
(2005) state that software can neither be considered an intangible
nor a tangible product and is thus subject to different laws of
production and dissemination than traditional goods. Therefore,
the creation of software takes place in ecosystems of technology
providers, and producers and suppliers work in an environment
that depends on the products and services of the respective
provider. Interaction between the actors plays a key role here.
When a connected group of entrepreneurs and users emerges, it
serves as a community that creates shared value over time. Thus,
in contrast to the market concept, digital ecosystems underline
the distinct interconnectedness of networks of actors well known
in the IT world.

referatories can unfold their full potential for OER in the context
of open learning.
Regarding the structure of our article, we first define and
delaminate our concept of a learning ecosystem. Then, the
third chapter describes the implications of a DLE for OER and
identifies the most significant challenges. As a fourth step, based
on an explanatory literature review, we present case studies
that demonstrate how technical solutions comprising metadata
standards and plugins can link repositories and referatories
within DLE. Finally, we conclude how merging the different
repositories and referatories into a distributed learning ecosystem
supports the goal of sustainability and OER.

LEARNING INFRASTRUCTURES AS
LEARNING ECOSYSTEMS
As aforementioned, to illustrate our idea of DLE, we first
conceptualise an ecosystem. Ecosystems should be regarded
as a metaphor rather than an established concept, illustrating
how systems think and operate. Usually, metaphors are used
in education to clarify complex objects or relationships by
replacing them with something more vital, descriptive, or
linguistically more substantial. A competing metaphor that can
be found in educational technology is “ecologies” (Sangrá et al.,
2019; Conrad and Prinsloo, 2020). However, we argue that
learning ecologies’ concrete meaning and impact are somewhat
vivid and unclear. The concept tries to capture innovative
ways of learning and shape the connection between formal
and informal learning across several learning contexts through
digital technologies. The problem of this bright understanding
is backed by a recent systematic review that confirms the
concept’s vagueness and divulges that there are limited practical
applications of the concept, particularly in technology-enhanced
learning (Sangrá et al., 2019).
By introducing the concept of learning ecosystems, we want to
reach beyond the spatial dimension, which is a subtle assumption
in many concepts of learning infrastructures.
Ecosystems as a mental construct accentuate that a learning
architecture is a complex ensemble of different influencing
variables that are themselves in a dynamic interplay. In addition
to the spatial dimension, learning ecosystems are themselves
considered to be dynamically evolving. There is progress,
unforeseen deviations, and parts die off, reinforce themselves,
and mature in an evolutionary way. For that reason, advances
in learning ecosystems can no longer be perceived linearly;
instead, they have to be understood as an emergent process.
Agents’ actions have mutual effects and can also give rise to
new developments. Knowledge no longer occurs (only) in the
mediation via algorithms, programmes or designed spaces and
in the exchange between teaching and learning instances. On
the contrary, additional actors are incorporated: The creators
of knowledge resources, the editorial offices and agencies that
select, evaluate and provide them, and other intermediate actors
that have a pivotal influence on knowledge environments.
Consequently, digital technology itself has become the status of
an actor, and alongside human actors (teachers, learners), digital
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THE PIVOTAL ROLE OF OPEN
EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES IN
DISTRIBUTED LEARNING ECOSYSTEMS
As above-mentioned, OER constitutes a critical element of open
education. OER was initially coined by the UNESCO’s (2002)
Forum on the Impact of Open Courseware for Higher Education
in Developing Countries (2002) and can meanwhile look back on
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However, it is only available in the respective repositories and
digital libraries, and because these are decentralised, there is no
connection between them.
This example illustrates that resources are often not
discoverable for potential users in their familiar learning
ecosystem. One reason is that OER has grown out of a
dispersed system, where repositories are primarily located at
educational institutions such as universities or colleges. As a
result, decentralised structures of OER are dominant worldwide,
so users in one country cannot find or access material that
is available in other countries or regions. While decentralised
structures are not a problem for OER per se, the lack of
communication between them is (Drabkin, 2016). Hence,
teachers and learners that are keen to use OER find themselves
discouraged because they cannot identify appropriate resources
that are relevant, up-to-date, and of high quality (Heck et al.,
2020). Therefore, when teachers search for OER to enrich
their learning scenarios, they habitually start by searching their
institutions’ repository for OER availability. If search results
are insufficient, teachers can search other OER repositories that
are available worldwide. However, teachers will only spend a
limited time examining repositories separately, and some will end
by considering OER as being demanding and time-consuming
(Davis et al., 2016), which explains the success of search engines
such as Google as one size fits it all offers.

a history of 20 years. Although competing definitions exist, the
UNESCO defines OER as being
“learning, teaching and research materials in any format and
medium that reside in the public domain or are under copyright
that have been released under an open licence, that permit no-cost
access, reuse, re-purpose, adaptation and redistribution by others.”
(UNESCO, 2019, p. 3 f.)

The core idea embedded in OER is to facilitate access
to educational material and empower people to the 5Rs; to
retain, reuse, revise, remix and redistribute them (Wiley, 2014).
Consequently, engaging in these 5Rs can broaden access to
education, reduce material costs, and improve teaching and
learning quality. The pedagogical benefits of OER also manifest in
the concepts of Open Pedagogy and Open Educational Practices
(OEP), which have evolved in the debate about the educational
implications of OER (See Table 1). Even though no rigid
definition for both concepts exists, OEP describes open practices
that can but do not have to involve the use and creation of OER
(Cronin and MacLaren, 2018). Open Educational Resourcesenabled Pedagogy, as one strand of Open Pedagogy, defined by
Wiley and Hilton (2018), captures educational practices that are
only possible due to the 5R activities.
While this brief reflection on the advantages of OER points
to its added value for education in the digital age, OER overall
adoption and use worldwide are low (Zawacki-Richter et al.,
2020; Otto et al., 2021). A glance at the available literature
reviews proves that numerous empirical studies have been
conducted to identify reasons for this absence (Koseoglu and
Bozkurt, 2018; Otto, 2019). They found that explanations for
the absence are legal uncertainty, lack of time, and institutional
barriers. Following Abri and Dabbagh’s (2018) literature review,
discovering proper OER materials is also a significant challenge
for OER adoption. Consequently, many teachers and learners
who are aware of OER and keen to use it in their teaching and
learning scenarios face the challenge of not finding high-quality
OER suitable for their needs. From a research perspective, this
problem has only been addressed inadequately. Predominantly,
studies are learner- or teacher-focussed, and only a tiny
percentage concentrates on institutional or technical issues (Otto
et al., 2021). However, insights into infrastructural challenges
would be necessary as they can contribute to designing DLE.
This is critical as DLE provides access to OER and increases the
discoverability of the desired teaching and learning materials.
Viewing the problem of the lack of suitable OER through
the lens of DLE, it appears that the challenge is not the nonexistence of OER but rather its discoverability. While in the
emergence phase of OER, only limited repositories and relevant
resources were available to users, the situation has noticeably
changed, not least due to the Corona pandemic (Zhang et al.,
2020a,b). A closer look at the current OER landscape suggests that
several repositories and referatories exist – with a concentration
in Europe and Northern America – which comprise a substantial
amount of open teaching and learning materials (SantosHermosa et al., 2017, 2021), Drabkin (2016), for instance,
states that plenty of OER is available in the United States as
several states and districts have started to produce content.
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ESTABLISHING DISTRIBUTED
LEARNING ECOSYSTEMS FOR OPEN
EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES:
CHALLENGES AND PERSPECTIVES
The challenge of OER adoption is manifold and can meanwhile
look back on a history of almost two decades. We can distinguish
between two prominent causes here: agent and structure for
OER adoption (Otto, 2021b). As individual causes (agent), the
literature highlights that perceived ease of use and usefulness are
the main predictors that strengthen a person’s volition which
is also a critical factor influencing teachers’ intention to adopt
OER (Baas et al., 2019). Distributed learning ecosystems support
the structural component of OER in creating a system that
supports and guides agents in their use of OER. It explicitly
assists agents by increasing the amount of OER available and
accessible to them.
Looking at the current OER infrastructure, it could be
argued that more and more repositories and referatories have
become available to assist teachers in searching for OER and
contribute to overcoming the decentralised structure. However,
this underestimates that referatories have only limited (technical)
access to the various OER repositories. This underscores that
OER is not automatically visible in DLE despite continually
growing. Their discoverability depends on open technological
infrastructures and respective open services designed as an open
informational ecosystem (Kerres and Heinen, 2015).
Hitherto, even in the case of OER repositories, we regularly
find closed informational ecosystems that preserve educational
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information in the medium term, which are regularly reviewed
and adapted. In addition, the coordination of measures to create,
connect and integrate different approaches into DLE should be
subject to the principles of openness and transparency.

resources within specific boundaries. This is confirmed when
we look at the situation of repositories in higher education,
where the educational landscape is highly fragmented (SantosHermosa et al., 2017; UNESCO IITE, 2019; Otto et al., 2021). One
reason is that most countries’ higher education systems guarantee
their universities a high degree of independence and autonomy.
Consequently, little by little higher education institutions have
set up repositories to store OER and opted for specific metadata
standards. Besides, they typically have high data protection and
access rights, so most institutions do not grant free access to
materials and metadata.
Given this decentralised OER landscape, the discoverability of
OER cannot be enriched by merely launching more and more
repositories or referatories for OER. Besides, the decentralised
structure makes it impossible to establish single, national or
European repositories and referatories, which might also not be
a desirable goal. The current OER landscape has emerged from
a multitude of bottom-up initiatives and services in different
educational areas that all value their independence, highlight
subsidiarity and rely on user loyalty. All of these causes are ranked
higher by the different actors than the possible rewards of a more
centralised structure.

Opening and Closing in Learning
Ecosystems
As aforementioned, there is no availability of OER per se. For
becoming full available further than in the respective repository
and thus in DLE, a consensus is needed among the relevant
stakeholders to mutually provide (meta-) information, especially
outside the distinct boundaries. Without this condition, even
OER repositories, which are genuinely perceived as open, have to
be considered closed ecosystems that retain educational resources
within their boundaries and, thus, miss their impact on DLE
specifically and open learning in general.
Closure mechanisms in ecosystems can be obvious, for
instance, manifest in a paywall that restricts access via pay per
view or pay per subscription. Moreover, obligations to register
on a website can also be regarded as instruments for “closure”
because it limits instant access to resources. When users register
on websites and unknowingly accept the conditions, the users
might consider that this is merely time-consuming. However,
they have revealed and thereby “paid” with their personal
information, such as an email or home address. One might claim
that specific instructional approaches require registration, such
as open learning or collaboration tools and apps. In terms of
DLE, concealing information behind walls or hindering their
exchange has to be considered severe. As a result, search engines
cannot trace and locate the resources behind such (payment
or registration) walls. Moreover, if resources are traceable, they
are only partially accessible without payment, like many online
journalism articles (Benson, 2019).

The Open Educational Resources
Landscape as Distributed Learning
Ecosystems
We have shown that the current OER landscape is highly
fragmented. While networking and interconnectedness
of existing (sub-) OER infrastructures/ecosystems occur
erratically, advocating the idea of conceptional permeable
distributed learning ecosystems would bring additional
benefits. It would enable the development of pragmatic
solutions such as aggregation mechanisms for digital learning
resources and repositories (e.g., meta-search engines). Thereby
disparately distributed and partially disconnected resources and
communities could be linked through interoperable verification
and exchange routines without restricting the diversity of
field-specific offerings. Several international initiatives are on
their way to establishing national, European or international
ecosystems (e.g., 5Xgon, Open Discovery Space or ENCORE +)
with the help of the latest technologies. These various initiatives
demonstrate that there is no such thing as an ultimate design
of an ecosystem, but the spirit of openness allows scope for
experimentation so that diverse approaches can progress for
many different requirements.
Competing approaches should also be supported and tested
so that in the long term, providers and services can emerge that
meet the needs of users in a particular way. DLE should therefore
encompass a variety of methods and approaches. Therefore, it
is necessary to mediate between different existing platforms,
projects and institutions in the diverse ecosystems. Users can
only select particularly suitable services and platforms if they
are provided with an overview of the existing offerings. Only if
services can be used and tested side-by-side users will be able to
choose and decide based on their own experience. To this end,
it seems appropriate to define technical standards for exchanging

Frontiers in Education | www.frontiersin.org

Prospects to Open and Connect
Distributed Learning Ecosystems
We have problematised the role and function of OER and
repositories in DLE and that this is not a trivial pursuit. It has
become evident that educational resources are not automatically
open to learners.
Consequently, we must acknowledge that there is a silent
network behind the salient network that is crucial in DLE. It
would be naïve just to consider the use and availability of “open”
material as the most pressing issues. When teachers put resources
“on the web” for others’ there are no intermediary entities or
institutions – private or public – that are ultimately accountable
for making this resource accessible and traceable on the web.
However, this production chain behind resources developmental
processes to make them available is less visible, and the processing
is seamless. But precisely this determines whether and how
users can find resources, communicate with other users and
services, eventually find a course, and how modifications or
improvements to an (open) resource can be traced back. As a
result, the discussion about OER specifically and open education
more broadly frequently ignores the relevance of the openness of
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repositories and related intermediary services like, for instance,
referatories and how they operate (see Figure 2).
For that reason, numerous learning ecosystems cannot be
considered open. On the contrary, they comprise tendencies
that contribute to opening and closing their boundaries. For
serving as a prospering learning ecosystem, on the one hand,
it must be open enough to empower teachers and learners to
develop new resources and services in the ecosystem. On the
other hand, it must also be close enough to allow teachers and
learners to remain in control or track their resources and control
and monitor how they are further used. Recent studies with
OER experienced lecturers about the design of OER repositories
confirm that they want to be informed about changes or
improvements of their resources performed by others and desire
to receive feedback on their published material (Otto, 2021a).
Moreover, they require assistance and support systems, for
instance, to upload resources into repositories or assign metadata
to resources. The lack of quality in metadata that adequately and
comprehensively describes resources is an eminent problem, and
many inconsumable standards hamper harmonising metadata
(Cortinovis et al., 2019). Another significant problem is that
many authors of resources fail or are reluctant to deliver any
metadata at all. Numerous studies have recommended metadata
sets that describe OER more systematically and thereby enrich
and facilitate the metadata report to improve the OER description
and, therefore, the OER discoverability (Herrera-Cubides et al.,
2022).
In order to address this problem of metadata standards, a
communicative and collaborative approach involving as many
stakeholders as possible seems advisable. In a case study,
Menzel (in press) shows how commonly agreed metadata
standards contribute to DLE development. The author describes
how operators from OER repositories in higher education in
Germany collaboratively developed a standard metadata profile.
In Germany, the federal system resulted in several federal statespecific solutions for repositories from which six participated
in the project (HOOU, OERNDS, ORCA.nrw, VCRP, VHB, and
ZOERR). Based on the FAIR principles (Findability, Accessibility,
Interoperability, and Reuse), meaningful metadata description
was achieved by balancing the prima facie antagonistic demands
of describing resources as detailed and accurate as possible
by likewise only providing essential information to keep the
threshold for authors as low as possible. In conclusion, Menzel
stresses that metadata standards are crucial for connecting
OER repositories, thereby permitting federated search and
harvesting of metadata, e.g., by search engines or other
interested parties.

Open
Educatioanl
Resources

Open
Informational
Ecosystems

DLE

The standard metadata issue also points to the second
underlying challenge of the discoverability of OER, for which
there are numerous attempts to address it (Cortinovis et al.,
2019; Otto et al., 2021). However, efforts mostly contain creating
new OER repositories with advanced search services or federated
repositories that accumulate resources from diverse repositories
or institutions. Despite this being a desirable development, one
may question whether establishing another OER repository or
search engine improves or rather fragments the current OER
landscape and, thereby, the discoverability of OER further.
The chances are that teachers and learners get lost when trying
to find OER resources because of the problems with searching
and locating them. The latter is reinforced by recent literature
reviews confirming that searching and locating OER is still a
significant problem (Abri and Dabbagh, 2018).
As already described, poor metadata assignment is one key
component to locating resources. Therefore, DLE can help here
by connecting the different repositories to establish an overall
structure. Thus, networks of connected servers or services on
the internet conjointly or cooperatively establish an environment
for finding and providing resources to a larger public.
This comprises functions for delivering content and related,
more or less complex, value chain functions, like generating,
editing, assembling, annotating, tagging, commenting, or linking
information resources. Several providers correspond in such
ecosystems; hence, their collaboration depends on common
standards to interface content and metadata (see Figure 1).
When ecosystems are open, they enable a content provider to
“plug into” into the ecosystem by providing metadata that can be
retrieved from a reference platform (referatory) (see Figure 3).
Contrary, closed ecosystems only provide a one-stop solution
that conglomerates all the described functions. However, this
is also imaginable in a network of confederated servers that
conjointly maintain the system’s boundaries close.
Looking into the literature, we find examples demonstrating
how repositories can contribute to open ecosystems. For example,
Ladurner et al. (2020) present a practical bottom-up solution
to broaden access to resources for students at their university.
Teachers here are enabled to use their own learning management
system (LMS) for the publication of OER. The resources are
thereby offered to a broad public via the university’s own
OER repository and the Austrian OER portal by assigning
adequate metadata.
Abdel-Qader and Tochtermann (in press) provide a perfect
model of how the DLE concept must be implemented from a
technical perspective. In a research project, they developed a
tool for connecting OER repositories using the Learning Object
Metadata (LOM) standard (see Figure 4).
Their goal was to increase the accessibility of OER for
more learners. Their article provides detailed specifications
and requirements for connecting different OER repositories
from a technical point of view. However, their idea is to
allow non-technical staff to replicate this process to harvest
data from the web.
As an outlook, Tlili et al. (2021) investigate how the current
emerging technologies, such as Artificial Intelligence (AI) and
blockchain, can contribute to OER development. Although the
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FIGURE 2 | An incremental representation of open educational resources
(OER) and distributed learning ecosystems (DLE).
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FIGURE 3 | Illustrative presentation of a distributed learning ecosystems (DLE).

FIGURE 4 | A scenario of harvesting and mapping the open educational resources (OER) metadata that are modelled using the learning object metadata (LOM)
standard (Abdel-Qader et al., 2021).

authors concede that technological limitations might hinder the
application, emerging technologies, specifically machine learning
and Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques, can lead
to automatic metadata tagging, resulting in OER with rich and
more accurate metadata, which can be found more easily. In
DLE, as we proposed, it would also be possible to implement
the other recommendation of Tlili et al. (2021), which is to
use sophisticated machine learning and NLP techniques to
analyse generated metadata of the published OER to map all of
these resources together and build OER recommender systems.
Time and the associated technical (and political) developments
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will reveal whether the actual implementation of emerging
technology is realisable.

CONCLUSION: TOWARD DISTRIBUTED
LEARNING ECOSYSTEMS IN OPEN
EDUCATION
With our article, we contributed to the overall challenge of
OER adoption in education. OER contributes to the sustainable
(re)use and (re)distribution of (educational) resources. This
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sustainability objective is also visible in the latest UNSECO
recommendation concerning OER, which intends to support the
2030 Sustainable Development Agenda, namely SDG 4 (Quality
education). The support of SDG 4 is combined with the call
to create sustainability models for OER at national, regional
and institutional levels and the planning and pilot testing of
new sustainable forms of education and learning. As a result,
several repositories and referatories for OER provision have been
developed and tested in educational institutions worldwide. Yet,
each of these platforms contains only a relatively limited number
of resources. We consider the discoverability of OER to be the
major challenge here. Too often is argued that more resources
are needed to increase OER adoption. However, we find that it is
not solely the number of lacking resources but their availability to
teachers and learners worldwide.
In our article, we argued that when considered through
the lens of learning innovation and sustainability, it would be
necessary to increase the discoverability of available resources at
the different locations and platforms, which currently are visible
to only a limited number of teachers and students. For achieving
this goal, the focus needs to shift from creating and growing new
and competing platforms and repositories to intelligent ways of
linking and increasing their interconnectedness.
For the identified challenge of the discoverability of OER,
we proposed the concept of DLE as a learning innovation.
The concept of “ecosystems” illustrates this approach of
interconnected resources. Ecosystems go beyond the spatial
dimension of learning by focussing on actors’ diversity and
interactions. Digital (networked) learning technology is part
of an ecosystem and has itself to be understood as an actor.
Given the current fragmented nature of the OER infrastructure,
we understand DLE as a design approach to contribute to the
interconnectedness of repositories and referatories. However,
we pointed to the pitfalls and hurdles to achieving such DLE
by introducing and separating closed and open ecosystems.
Therefore, ecosystems should be reflected with caution as
they can themselves entail opening and closing mechanisms.
Ecosystems that rely on mechanisms of opening their contents
to other platforms can realise the full potential of open learning
by making a valuable contribution to DLE.
We described the implications of the concept of DLE by
presenting case studies that show how technical solutions,

including metadata standards and plugins, can link content
in repositories and referatories within ecosystems. The
overarching objective is that the different repositories and
referatories expand and improve the sustainable use of OER by
merging into DLE.
Lastly, it has to be noted that our concept accompanies an
invitation to the many researchers and practitioners engaged
in the context of OER and open education. Looking at the
current landscape, it is visible that many initiatives and research
projects are underway that are expected to deliver essential
impulses and results in the coming years. Therefore, we consider
it crucial that they take on board the idea of DLE as an essential
conceptual basis and try to let their project or initiative make a
contribution to its concrete implementation. It might especially
be promising to explore how lasted educational technology like
learning analytics, blockchain, or even Artificial Intelligence (AI)
can support or facilitate DLE. OER and related efforts have always
benefitted from the fundamental belief of approaching new
concepts and developments with an open mind to accomplish
and foster open education.
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